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In the July 1976 issue of Esquire, Gerald Astor provides an in-depth preview of the upcoming Olympics in
Montreal. The article, titled "How To Know A Perfect Performance When You See One," explores the pursuit of
perfection in various athletic events. Astor discusses the role of technology in analyzing and improving athletic
performance, highlighting the work of Israeli-born Gideon Ariel, who uses computerized biomechanical analysis to
optimize athletic performance. The article also features insights from Muriel Grossfeld, a three-time member of the
U.S. Olympic women's teams, on the intricacies of gymnastics scoring. Astor's piece offers readers a deeper
understanding of the mechanics and dynamics of athletic performance, enhancing their appreciation of the
upcoming Olympic games.

The article discusses the techniques and tactics used by athletes in various sports. It highlights the turning tactic
used by Oldfield in shot put, which adds the potential of centrifugal force, resulting in a longer throw. The article
also introduces the Tsukahara vault, created by Japanese gymnast Mitsuo Tsukahara, which debuts as a female
exercise at the Montreal Games. The vaulters are allowed two tries and one free run as long as they abort before
they touch the horse. The article also discusses the stag split leap and the aerial walkover, two exercises in
balance-beam performance. The stag split leap is a compulsory exercise that also serves as an optional
movement, while the aerial walkover is an optional exercise that requires great concentration and a strong initial
drive.
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